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GLASSWARES 
AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851 

by 

Hugh W AKEFIELD 

The Great Exhibition held in London in 1851 was the first of the great 
international exhibitions of modern times and, as such, it captured the imagination 
of the British public, and in some respects the public of the western world, more 
than any of its successors. The exhibition was housed in a vast building which 
was itself made largely of glass, as was also the most prominent object in the 
exhibition, a great glass fountain some eight metres in height made by the 
Birmingham firm of F. & C. OsIer. 

The exhibition was of unique importance because it provided the first real 
indication of the effects of the industrial revolution. In many ways glassware 
escaped lightly from the worst effects of series production. It remained largely 
a handmade product ; and glass could not be used easily in imitation of other 
media. But in the glassware of this exhibition we can see the distinctively 
modern attitude towards glass production which demands, often from a single 
factory, the production of a whole range of mutually inconsistent styles. In 
these mid-century years art schools, public museums, art journals, were all coming 
into existence. Glassware was entering upon a highly self-conscious phase and 
was being widely discussed as an art form. This was the watershed from which 
we can henceforth speak of «modern glass ». 

We are concerned here only with glassware in the sense of ornamental and 
table hollow-ware and in this category alone there were about 5 3 exhibitors. 
It is to be remembered that glassware in our sense was one part only of the many 
other manifestations of glass, from window glass to chandeliers, mirrors, glass 
jewellery and buttons, and in some instances it is difficult to know the significance 
of the inclusion of glassware in a more general display. There may be uncertainty 
in some instances whether an exhibitor was a manufacturer in the modern sense 
or whether he was a dealer. Others may be considered primarily as designers 
or decorators . 

.some twenty of the exhibitors who showed glassware, or included glassware 
in their display, were from the British Isles (including one from Ireland), but 
a number of these were not manufacturers and one is described as an importer. 
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Not surprisingly almost as many exhibitors, with a more numerous manufacturing 
element came from Austria which at that time encompassed the main area of 
Central' European glass manufacture and notably Bohemia. The Austrian list 
includes such names as Harrach, Buquoy, Hoffman (variously spelled), Lotz, 
Meyr and Bigaglia, the latter from Venice which was also Austrian at that time. 
Another group of about five exhibitors came from the German Zollverein -
including Schaffgotsch of Josephinenhiitte in Silesia - and one from Hamburg. 
Belgian glassware was represented in three displays, and there were exhibitors 
of glassware also from the United States, Portugal and possibly in one instance 
from Russia. It may seem strange that the catalogues of the exhibition, at least 
in their earlier issues, do not list any glassware in our sense from France, a:lthough 
the French section of the exhibition was otherwise very large. We are told that 
after the first months this qmission was partly rectified by the appearance of 
some pieces from the current 'production of Clichy, although Baccarat and Saint
Louis were still absent [Travahx de la Commission Franfaise (EXPosition Univer
selle de 1851), Paris, 1854, Vol. VI, XXIVe Jury, pp. 1 and 2]. 

Besides its many other new features the Great Exhibition was extensively 
illustrated. Perhaps for the first time we can use contemporary illustrations as 
a contribution to comparative study. The best sources are the Official D esc1·iptive 
and Illustl'ated Catalogue, in heavy volumes (not to be confused with the single 
volume «Official Catalogue» which is not illustrated), and the Art Journal 
Catalogue which was issued by the Art JOttrJZal magazine. These will be referred 
to henceforth in this paper as ODIC and AJ. There are also illustrations of 
glassware in The Crystal Palace and its Contents (published by W.M. Clark, 
London 1852) , in the pages of a journal called The Illustrated Exhibitor 
(published by John Cassell, London) which ran to 29 issues between June and 
December 1851, and one relevant illustration in Vol. 1 of Tallis's History and 
Description of the Crystal Palace etc. (published by John Tallis & Co., London 
and New York). Taken together these illustrations provide, within limitations, 
a general picture of the styles which were currently thought to be attractive or 
significant. This applies most, of course, to the British displays, but there is 
also a fair showing of continental work particularly from Bohemia. In inter
preting the illustrations one needs to b~.ar in mind the limitations of line illustra
tions, which were produced from sketches made in front of the objects and 
could barely indicate the presence of colour or the nature of decoration. Line 
illustrations were also unsuited to showing the qualities of the pressed glass which 
we are told was such a feature of the display of the British firm Rice Harris & Son 
or of the moulded portrait busts shown by the firms F. & C. OsIer and Lloyd 
& Summerfield. The illustration, of Bohemian glass, in Tallis's History is 
exceptional in that it was engraved directly from a daguerrotype, but unfortunately 
its subjects are too crowded to offer any clarity of detail. To assess the aesthetic 
quality of the glasses one has to turn to surviving examples of the period, but 
it is from the illustrations of the glasses in the exhibition that one can obtain 
some overall view of the particular amalgam of styles as they were seen by 
contemporaries. 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 
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The illustrated groups of Central European glasses were from Wilhelm 
Hoffman (Fig. 1, also another in ODIC, and A]) , Count Harrach ( A]) , 
Meyr's Nephews (Fig. 1, ODIC and A]) and Count Schaffgotsch (Fig. 2, 
ODIC). In these groups late Biedermeier layered glass is featured together 
with opaline glasses. The latter are identifiably of white opaque glass with 
coloured edgings suggestive of foliage, described in the ODIC entry for Wilhelm 
Hoffman as «alabaster and dim green ». Wilhelm Hoffman was also show
ing vases decorated with foliage and small birds in a style with Far Eastern 
reminiscences. Of the other foreign work illustrated, that of the Belgian Fran<;ois 
Dierckx is seen as crystal elaborately cut with curvilinear motifs (A]); the 
American work from the Brooklyn Flint Glass Works is also shown as crystal, 
10 this instance mainly with straight mitre cutting (A]). 

The illustrations of the continental glasses were probably limited largely 
to those styles most suited for export to Britain. The illustrations of British 
glasses covered naturally a wider spectrum. Since 1845, when an excise duty 
on glass was removed, the British manufacturers had been trying to catch up 
with continental fashions for coloured glasses. The result at the 1851 exhibition 
was a remarkable display of coloured work in a broadly Biedermeier style which 
can be best seen, or sensed, in some of the illustrations of work by such firms 
as Rice Harris & Son (Fig. 3, ODIC and A]), George Bacchus & Sons (A]), 
W .H ., B. & J. Richardson (A]) and Molineaux, W ebb (A]). Also included 
were the technologically remarkable silvered .glasses, usually with a coloured outer 
layer and with cut or engraved decoration , which were mostly made by James 
Powell & Sons and were shown by E. Varn ish ( A]). Venetian influence was 
beginning to appear in the use of « Venetian » techniques by several manufacturers, 
such as the illustrations of Bacchus glass in Fig. 4 (ODIC), and in Apsley 
Pellatt's so-called «Anglo-Venetian» glass (ODIC). Here and there in the 
mixed groups, markedly Grecian shapes can also be seen which were a charac
teristic of British pottery as well as glass around the middle of the century. One 
firm, Davis, Greathead & Green, is seen to have shown glassware designed in 
direct imitation of Greek pottery shapes and decoration (Fig. 5, ODIC). The 
British lead crystal with cut decoration, on which the inte~na:tional reputation of 
British glassware was founded, was well represented at the exhibition in most 
of the manufacturers' displays ; and this applied also to the glasses from George 
Gatchell's glasshouse at Waterford in Ireland, in this year in which that factory 
finally closed (illustrated in The Cfystal Palace and its Contents). From the 
illustrations it is clear that most of the manufacturers were using in their cut 
glass the large and often curvilinear motifs which were especially characteristic 
of the mid-century period. Among the illustrations, for instance, is one of a 
set of three globular decanters made by Lloyd & Summerfield each with a bold 
target-like motif occupying one whole aspect of the decanter body (A]) . 

Most important for the future however, was the inception of a new phase 
in the history of engraved glass. The illustrations from the British displays 
include wheel-engraved glass from Apsley Pellatt CA]), J.G. Green CODIC and 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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A]), Richardson (A]), W. Naylor (A]) and Augustin Conne (AD. With the 
exception of the Richardson pieces it is likely that the engraving on most if 
not all ~ese pieces was carried out by immigrant craftsmen from Central Europe. 
From t~lS moment for a quarter ~f a centu:r crystal glass with wheel-engraved 
decoratIOn was to become the dommant fashIOn. In this respect the illustrations 
of glass in the next international exhibition in london, in 1862, offer a striking 
contrast to those of 1851. 

Fig. 5 

The illustrations are taken from the Official Descriptive and JIlustrated 
Catalogue. The original captions are as follows: 

Fig. 1. A Group of Ornamental Glass Vases, produced by Messrs. Hoffman 
of Prague, and Messrs . Meyrs, Nephews, of Bohemia. 

Fig. 2. Specimens of Ornamental glass, Zollverein. 
Fig. 3. Bohemian Glass'. Rice Harris and Son. 
Fig. 4. Venetian Glass . Bacchus and Sons, Birmingham. 
Fig. 5, Etruscan Vases. Davis, Greathead, and Green. 

The group in Fig. 2 is identified in the catalogue text as from the « Glass
works of the Count of Schaffgotsch, Josephinenhiitte, near Warmbrunn ». 
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COLOURED GLASS AND MILLEFIORI 
IN THE SUTTON HOO SHIP BURIAL 

by 

Mavis BIMSON 

Introduction 

The ship burial at Sutton Hoo, near Woodbridge in East Suffolk, was 
excavated in the summer of 1939 (l). The type and quality of the grave goods 
indicated that this was a royal burial, probably that of Redwald, King of the 
East Saxons who died in 624/ 625 A.D. Among the grave goods were many 
imported pieces, including silver from Eastern Europe and Asia Minor and three 
bronze hanging bowls from the west or north-east of the British Isles, whereas 
the gold jewellery was most probably made at the East Anglian court. 

No glass vessel was found in the grave; the coloured glass and the rnillefiori 
ocmr as inlays in two distinct groups of grave goods. One group consists of 
a mounted gold purse, shoulder clasps, pyramid-shaped slides and a shield mount; 
the other group consists of two bronze hanging bowls with decorated esmtcheons. 

The fundamental difference between the technique of the Saxon jeweller 
and that employed on the decorative esmtcheons of the hanging bowls, is that 
the millefiori in the jewellery is cut - and set - in association with the garnets, 
as if it were itself a precious stone whereas the pieces of millefiori in the hanging 
bowl esmtcheons are embedded in opaque red «cuprite» glass. The differences 
between the two groups are so considerable that they have been dealt with 
separately, technical and analytical problems being discussed in the context in 
which they arose. ) 

(1) The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial, Vol. I, 1975, Rupert Bruce-Mitford, British Museum 
Publicatio,ns Ltd . A more detailed report on the g lass and millefiori will be published in 
Vol. Ill. 
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